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At the Septemebr 14 meeting The Board voted for Jim Cox to become a member of
The VGA Board.  Congratulations Jim!

The Board voted to hold the annual awards luncheon on Saturday, December 4
after the VGA event at Encanto.  Prize money for all the previous year's events will be
awarded. The VGA will pay $20.00 towards lunch to each member that attends the
luncheon.

The Board was notified by the AGA that their membership dues have been raised
$5.00 to $40.00 per year.  The VGA has kept their dues at $30.00, $25.00 for the
VGA membership and $5.00 for the hole-in-one pot.  The total membership renewal
for the AGA/VGA is now $70.00.

The Club Championship will be held at Laughlin Ranch Golf Club in Bullhead City
on November 6th and 7th.  The Board  voted to change the format of the tournament.
There will be a gross flight and a net flight. Contact Dan Campos if you have
questions about the tournament.

Highlights from the Third Quarter 

Aces

The VGA had not had a hole-in-one since Dan Christiansen's ace on August 1 of last
year at Las Sendas - until recently.  It was suggested, on the way to Las Sendas in
August, that it was time for Dan to get another ace, and he did!  He got h is second
lifetime ace on the 125-yard hole number 11 with his seven-iron on August 21 .  He
hit the shot up the steep hill to the left of the pin where kicked to the right. With only
the top of the pin visible, he did not realize he holed out the shot until he found the ball
in the hole. Great shot Dan!

Eagles

Tom Hebert had an eagle at Longbow on July 10 on the par four 240-yard eighth
hole.   He drove the green and made the 80 foot putt.  Wow! Great eagle Tom!

Randy Thomas eagled the 404-yard par five 10th hole at Las Sendas on August 21.
He hit driver followed by his three-wood to the center of the fairway.  He then hit an
eight-iron to the green which bounced to the right and disappeared. He did not realize
he holed out the shot until he found the ball in the hole.   Fantastic Randy!

It should be pointed out that Dan and Randy were in the same foursome at Las
Sendas on August 21 and had back-to-back eagle and hole-in-one.  What are the
odds?

Also, the hole-in-one contest ends on Saturday October 30.  At this time Dan
Christiansen is set to get the entire pot, currently at a cool $800!



Low net scores for the quarter

Jim Cox  – 64  at Bear Creek on 7/28

Rusty Silverman – 65 at Dove Valley on 9/11

Larry Pierce – 63 at Tuscany Falls on 9/29

Low gross scores for the quarter

John Adair  – 75 (73) at Los Caballeros on 7/07

Al Dan – 75 (70) at Biltmore on 7/21

Tom Hecocks – 75 (68) at Prescott Golf Club on 7/31

Tom Anderson – 73 (67) at Rancho Mañana on 8/04

John Adair – 73 (73) at Victory Verrado on 8/28

John Adair – 72 (71) at Los Caballeros on 8/04

Dan Campos – 74 (70) at Dove Valley on 9/11

Ken Slagle – 75 ( 72) at Legacy on 9/22

Big Dog Bites

Standings through October 9

Tom Anderson has run away from the pack in the Wednesday Big Dog Race with 42
points. George Kowalchik is sitting at the dog house door in second place with 29
points.  The race for Gamma dog is close with Paul Mickela, Jim Cox, and Dave Dean
having earmed 23, 22, and 21 pointts respectively. 

Rusty Silverman, with 51 points in the Saturday Big Dog Race, has run away with the
bone. Mike Roether is second with 25 points. Tom Anderson and Jeff Currie are
nipping at Mike's heels with 20 and 19 respetively. Fred Baldwin and Larry Burton
with 18 points each could catch Mike with a late surge.

The Big Dog race will end on October 27 for Wednesdays and October 30 for
Saturdays. 

Letters to Arnie

Dear Arnie, 

A player in my foursome hit a ball that came to rest under a bush which he deemed
unplayable.   As the foursome discussed his options, we were unable to agree on what
they were.  What choices does a player have for an unplayable lie under the USGA
rules and also, under the VGA rules?  Quandried Quartet



Dear Quartet, 

The player has three USGA options, stroke-and-distance, back-on-the-line, and
lateral relief.  In each case the ball must be found and identified and the player will
be assessed a one-stroke penalty.  

With stroke-and distance the player returns to place where the previous stroke was
made.  

If he choses  back-on-the-line relief, he has the option of going as far back as he wants
as long as he is farther from the hole and in line with the unplayble lie and the flag
on the green.  The relief area must be the same as the area of the unplayable lie
and must be no closer to the hole. 

With lateral relief, the player may drop the ball within two club-lenghts (using the driver)
of the point of relief no closer to the hole.  

The player has two VGA options.

The Desert Rule adopted by the VGA - This rule comes into play when a ball comes
to rest in the desert after crossing grass in the fairway or rough. The player may elect
to drop the ball within two driver club-lengths at the point where it crossed grass
(not at the point where it was found). The player is assessed a one-stroke penalty. The
ball does not need to be found, but the player must be relatively sure that the ball is in
the desert and not out-of-bounds. Of course the player may elect to play his shot from
the desert, may elect to take an unplayable lie (see above), or may elect to return to the
previous spot. In these cases, the player would still be assessed a one-stroke
penalty.  Also, if a player elects to hit his shot from the desert and it remains in the
desert, he cannot use the desert rule now because the ball did not cross grass on
that shot. 

Rule E-5 adopted by the VGA - This rule comes into play when a ball is lost 
anywhere on the course (but not in a penalty area) or is hit out-of-bounds. The 
player must guess, to the best of his ability, where the ball was lost or where it 
crossed the out-of-bounds line. He then has the option to drop his ball in the 
fairway, no closer to the hole, within two club-lenghts of the rough. He may play 
the ball anywhere between where the ball was lost or went out-of-bounds and where the
ball could be dropped in the fairway, but no closer to the hole. The player is assessed 
a two-stroke penalty. A player cannot use E-5 if he hits a provisional ball. He may 
not play the orginal ball if it is found after he has dropped a second ball using the 
E-5 rule.

In each of the above, the player must drop the ball from the knee.

Dear Arnie,

A player in my foursome accidentally hit his ball with a putter while on the green (he was
trying to move an ant).  We were unsure whether he should have been assessed any
penalty.  What is the ruling?  Four-on-the-Green

Dear Four,

According to USGA Rule 13.1 d(1), there is no penalty for accidentally striking or
moving a ball on the green as long as it is replaced.  If the ball is not replaced, the
player would be assessed a general (two-stroke) penalty.



If a player accidentally moves a ball in play anywhere on the course except on the
green, he or she is assessed a one-stroke penalty if the ball is replaced or a two-
stroke penalty if the ball is not replaced.  This rule includes accidentally striking a
ball with a practice swing.  A ball on the tee is not in play.

Dear Arnie,

A player in my foursome dropped a ball on the first green and putted it before he putted
a live ball.  Is this permitted?  Wonderin' Willy

Dear Willy,

According to USGA Rule 5.2 b, on the day of a stroke-play competition a player must
not practice on the course before the round except that the player may practice
putting or chipping on or near his or her first teeing area and practice on any practice
area.  The player in your foursome violated Rule 5.2b and should have been
assessed a general penalty of two strokes.  A second violation would result in
the player being disqualified.

A player may pracitce putting or chipping on or around the green after the fousome
has completed the hole as long as he or she is not holding up play.  However,
practicing from a penalty area (sand bunker) is forbidden.

In the future, if you are in doubt about a rule violatiion, be sure to report it to the
event coordinator before the score is recorded.  The coordinator will then be able
to make a ruling.

Send your golf rules to Arnie c/o Fred Baldwin.

VGA Hats Going out of Business Sale!

The VGA has a selection of good quality hats with our logo.  There are two styles
including: white with a blue or tan trim now $20, sand with a tan trim now $20 (not
shown in the picture), and white with a blue trim and chin tie for $15.  There are also
white golf hats now $8 and visors now $5.  See Fred Baldwin for details.  Supplies are
limited!


